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A theory is presented on the equilibrium particle distribution in electron rings, when each electron is being
affected by, in addition to the synchrotron radiation effects, incoherent stochastic processes, such as a collision
with atoms in the residual gas.
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INTRODUCTION
The distribution function of an electron bunch, transverse or longitudinal, is often as-
sumed to be Gaussian. One calculates or measures the rms beam sizes and fits the
whole distribution to a Gaussian having these rms beam sizes. We call it the Gaussian
approximation.. Actually, however, there always exists some deviation. The Gaussian
approximation is sometimes erroneous. At present, however, it seems that no general
way exists to evaluate the deviation from a Gaussian.
The deviation is important from two points of view; The central part affects the lumi-
nosity of colliders, circular! or linear,2 and the brightness of synchrotron light sources.3
The tail distribution affects the lifetime of the beam, when it is too large. Even when the
tail distribution is not too large and has little to do with the lifetime, it can still give rise
to the background in the detectors in the collision experiment. When the distribution is
Gaussian in the central part but has a long tail, the single Gaussian approximation will
give pessimistic predictions of the luminosity or the brightness and optimistic predictions
of the lifetime and the background.
There are several major sources of deviation from a Gaussian distribution. The simplest
is the incoherent (single particle) non-dynamic process: such as the synchrotron radiation
diffusion process and the scattering by the atoms in the residual gas. The aim of this
paper is to establish how to calculate the distribution function of the electron bunch in
this case. Hence, consideration of coherent effects and incoherent dynamic effects is
postponed. Since the present aim is to establish the method, we will restrict ourselves to
a simple example: a ring being treated using the smooth approximation and solely taking
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into account the effect of elastic scattering on the vertical distribution. It is, however,
straightforward to extend our theory to more general cases.
In the next section, a basic formalism is given. This method is applied to the betatron
phase space of an electron ring in section 3. The last section is devoted to discussions
and the conclusion.
2 STOCHASTIC PROCESS
In this section, we give some basic discussions of stochastic processes. For simplicity,
we will discuss a one dimensional distribution, although we extend this to the two
dimensional betatron phase space in the next section.
Let us first consider a discrete stochastic process: in the beginning, one has a value
W == 0 and at each later step i, a goddess chooses
1. whether she wants to throw a die (the probability is ni « 1),
2. if she decides to do so, a number Wi is added to W, according to the die, where the
probability of W obeys a density f (w), which is normalized to unity:I: dwf(w) = 1. (1)
We want to find the probability distribution of W , p(W), which is also normalized to
unity. To do this, we introduce the characteristic function of p:
p(k) = I: dWe ikW p(W) = (e ikW ). (2)
The characteristic function is the Fourier transform of the probability density . Note that
(3)
where ~i is the gain of W at the i -th step: ~i is either 0 with a probability 1 - ni or
Wi with a probability ni. The characteristic function of ~i:
can be evaluated as
(exp(ik~i»), (4)
(5)
where the subscript 1 indicates that the expectation value is evaluated by the one-throw
probability f:
(e ikw ), = J(k) = Jdweikwf(w)
and use is made of the fact that ni « 1.
(6)
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Since each ~i is independent, we obtain
p(k) = II(eik~i)l = exp [I:>;(f(k) - 1)] .
i
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(7)
(8)
Imagine an electron passing through a space and losing energy due to collisions with
gas atoms. The volume density of the gas atoms is Q and the differential cross-section
of the energy loss by the collision is d a. Then, the average number of the collision for
the length ds is
f daN(s)ds = Qds -dE.dE
Once the collision occurs, the probability that the electron loses the energy Eis given by
the one-collision probability function
1 da
f(E)dE = - -ddE,
atat E
(9)
which is normalized to unity.
Applying the consideration above, we can obtain the probability distribution of the
energy of an electron, E (s), in terms of its characteristic function:
(exp{ikE(s)}) = (exp{ikE(O)}) exp [is dsN(s){J(k) -I}] . (10)
We can deduce the Campbell-Rice law4 from the last expression.
3 TRANSVERSE DISTRIBUTION
Here we extend the discussion to betatron motions.
3.1 Betatron Motions
It is convenient to introduce normalized coordinates as
(11)
where xf3 and x~ are the betatron variables and ao and ab = aol f3 are nominal (nominal
means without the collision process but with synchrotron radiation effects) betatron rms
beam sizes. Here f3 is the betatron function. We will use the smooth approximation
so that ao and ab will be treated as constants. Without the collision with atoms, the
equilibrium beam distribution is a Gaussian:
The deterministic (i.e. synchrotron radiation damping included) part of the betatron
oscillation is
(12)
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G(t) = exp(-dt) (~~::~t ~~::~). (13)
Here w is the betatron frequency and d is the betatron damping rate.
Imagine that a collision occurs and a transverse kick () is applied at t == t1:
() ( ; ) = ( (}(tI~/(1~ ) . (14)
Its effect on X == (X, P) at t (t > tl) can be expressed as
Since () is a stochastic variable, we have a stochastic equation
X(t) == Xo(t) + Xj(t),
where
Xf(t) = l t dt1G(t - tl){}(tJ>/(J~.
Here Xo is X in the absence of the collision process and
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
Note that Xo includes the effects of the synchrotron radiation. The latter effect can
be treated in a parallel fashion. Such a treatment is not necessary, however: we are
interested in an equilibrium state here so that Xo can be considered simply as a Gaussian
random variable (see section 4). Since the above expression is essentially a sum of many
independent stochastic variables, Eq. (10) applies and we arrive at the expression
~(K, t) == (e iKoX ) == (eiKo(Xo+Xj») == ~o(K)~j(K, t), (19)
¢o(K) = exp [_ ~2] , (20)
¢f(K, t) = exp [N l t dtl {l(K. G(t - tl)/(1~) - I}] , (21)
where N is the number of the kicks (collisions) per unit time [see Eq. (8)], and
!(u) = Jd(}ei()U!«(}). (22)
Here f«()) is the one-kick probability density of (), [see Eq. (6)].
Let us evaluate the equilibrium distribution ~(K, t == (0). We recast Eq. (21) in the
form
¢f(K) = exp [N100 dt {I (Ke-dt sin(cp + wt)/(1~) - I}] , (23)
where
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(26)
(25)
<p == tan- 1 K2 /K1•
In general,!(u) == (exp(iuO»)l is complex. Here, we introduce an approximation that
the number of betatron oscillations during one damping time is very large. This is usually
the case. Then we can replace the betatron oscillation by an average over each betatron
period. Let us introduce
A 100 121r d¢ ... 211 R[f(ux)] - 1I(u) == dt - [l(ue- t sin¢) - 1J == - dx cos- 1 x. (24)
o 0 27r 7r 0 x
Note that !(u) is a real function, regardless of the original probability density 1(0). In
fact, only'the real (cosine) part of !(u) remains after the averaging over <po Thus, under
this approximation, we can always replace Eq. (22) by
l(u) = Jd()f(() cos u().
In summary, Eq. (23) can be written as
... [N A ]1/Jf (K) == exp d1(K / ab) .
Thanks to this averaging, ~(K) can be expressed as a function of K == IKI. This implies
that 1/J(X) has the rotational invariance in the phase space so that it is a function only of
the action.
Now, our problem is reduced to performing the inverse Fourier transformation. We
have
1/J(X) == J dK e-iKXij; (K)ij; (K).(27r)2 0 'f
From the rotational symmetry of 1/J(X), we introduce
'ljJ(l) == Jd¢dX'ljJ(X)8(X - V2I sin¢)8(P - V2I cos¢).
(27)
(28)
Here I == IX1 2/2 is the action normalized by the nominal emittance. The normalization
of 1/J(I) is 100 dI'ljJ(l) = 1.
We now arrive at
'ljJ(l) = 100 dKKJo(KV2I)exp [_~K2 + ~J(K/o-h)] .
The projection of 1/J to the X axis,
p(X) = JdP'ljJ(X),
is another useful quantity and is given by
p(X) = ~JdK cos(KX)exp [-~K2 + ~J(K /o-h)] .
(29)
(30)
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3.2 Elastic Scattering
The formalism thus obtained is quite general. It seems useful, however, to substitute an
explicit and realistic form to f.
The cross-section of the elastic scattering with an atom iss
where n is the solid angle, 0 the scattering angle, Z the atomic number, re the classical
electron radius, 1 the relativistic Lorentz factor and ()min is determined by the uncertainty
principle as
Omin == Z 1/3a/1.
Since we are interested in the vertical distribution of the flat beam, we integrate it over
the horizontal scattering angle Ox, where
Here we ignore the maximum scattering angle due to the finite size of the nucleus and
also ignore the aperture limitation of the betatron phase space. We thus get
(31)
Here and hereafter we denote
Thus,
and
4 2Z2 -20-2atot == 1rre 1 min·
(32)
(33)
For the elastic scattering, we assume that there is only one type of molecule so that
N == Qatotc. (34)
Here c is the light velocity and Q is the number of gas molecules in a unit volume and
is given by
Q == 2.65 x 102onPa ,
where n is the number of atoms in each gas molecule and Pais the partial pressure of
the gas in pascals.
Using Eq. (32), we have
leu) == uK1(u) == C(u). (35)
Here K 1 is the modified Bessel function of the first order. We can express J(K / ab) in
Eq. (29) as
(36)
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FIGURE 1: The distribution function p(X): Dashed line is that for Nd == 0, and solid lines are those for
Nd == 10-5 ,10-4 ,10-3,10-2 . The exponents are indicated in the figure. The value of e is 2.5.
A 21 1 C (Kx) - 1C (K) == - d.x cos-1 X.
1r 0 X
(37)
It is interesting that 1/J(X) is characterized only by the number of collisions during one
damping time
and the ratio
3.3 Example
Let us see some numerical examples. As model parameters of the ring, according to a
design of a damping ring for a linear collider,6 we use
E == 10- 11 (rad . m), {3 == 3 m, d - 1 == 5 x 10-3(s),
and
z == V50, and n == 2,
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FIGURE 2: The distribution function p(X) for Nd == 10-2,10-1,10°,101,102. The exponents are indicated
in the figure. The value of 8 is 2.5.
which represents the CO molecule. Usually, the CO molecule dominates the elastic
scattering by the residual gas.? With these numbers, we have
e == 2.55,
and Pa == 10-6 Pa (the typical value of the partial pressure of CO gas) corresponds to
Nd == 0.040.
The distribution function p(X), Eq. (30), is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the
tail part increases as Nd becomes large, while the central part is little affected within the
present range of Nd .
It is also interesting to see the case with very high pressure. The Fig. 2 is similar to
Fig. 1 but corresponds to higher pressure. When Nd becomes large, the tail increases
gradually and the central part becomes affected eventually.
3.4 Tail Distribution
In a storage ring, the tail distribution of the electron bunch is important from lifetime
and background points of view. We will evaluate it under a reasonable assumption that
Nd « 1.
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FIGURE 3: Log-log plot of p(X) for Nd = 10-3 and e = 2.5. The dashed line is that for Nd = 0 and the
dotted line is the asymptotic form given by Eq. (42).
In this limit, we can approximate 'l/J(X) as
'l/J(X) == 'l/Jo(X) + 'l/Jl (X),
'l/JI(X) = Nd J(~~2e-iKXe-K2/2C(eK).
The second term 'l/Jl dominates the asymptotic distribution. When we perform the inte-
gration over K before those of t and ¢, it can be readily evaluated as
where
g(¢) == (sin ¢, cos ¢)t.
Here, since we are interested in the tail distribution, the factor exp(-K 2 /2) in 'l/Jl was set
at unity. (Otherwise, we would have obtained two sharply narrow Gaussian distributions.)
The integration over ¢ gives
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The second delta function in the above expression can be omitted, because it does not
contribute to the tail. By changing variables and performing the integrations, we arrive
at
where
F (u) == 100 dxf (x) = 1 _ --,:=.==u======
u . / u2 + ()2 .V mm
When I ~ 00, we have thus
Since
p(X) = J?;; 'l/J(/),
we get
Nd 82
p(X) ~ 8X3' (X --+ 00).
From their derivations, Eqs. (41) and (42) hold where
V2i « Max(l, 8), and X« Max(1, 8).
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
A comparison is made between p(X) and its asymptotic form, Eq. (42), in Fig. 3.
The agreement is satisfactory. Thus it can be said that the asymptotic form of 1/J(I) is
dominated by that of the single scattering probability function f «()), as long as Nd « 1.
(Actually, the distribution can well be approximated by the sum of the nominal one
and the asymptotic form, except for the very central part.) It is worth noting that the
asymptotic form of 1/J (and p) does not depend on ()min, because Nd ex ();;;i~ and 8 2 ex ()~in.
3.5 Central Distribution
We have calculated the distribution function. In some other general cases, we cannot
calculate 1 explicitly. In such cases, the numerical calculations of 1/J and p would be
more difficult. In such cases, however, it seems convenient to introduce quantities8
and
Jp(X)2dX 2 lCX) 2 "-
D 1 = J 2 = (;;; dK exp [-K + 2NJ] ,Po(X) dX v 1r 0 (43)
(44)
where Po and 1/Jo are those for Nd == O. These represent how distributions concentrate to
the central part. In particular, D 1 is proportional to the luminosity so that it is called the
luminosity reduction factor. It can be said generally that
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where the equalities hold if and only if Nd = O. That is, the luminosity is always reduced
by the incoherent stochastic processes. The reasoning is simple: from Eq. (25), 1 is
always less than unity so that1 is always negative.
The D 1 is shown as a function of Nd in Fig. 4. At Nd ~ 1, D 1 starts decreasing
rapidly. This reflects the fact that the central part becomes affected. This is consistent
with the fact shown in Fig. 2.
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0 610-
FIGURE 4: The luminosity reduction factor Dl as a function of Nd.
4 DISCUSSION
N
106 d
We have treated the synchrotron radiation in a very simplified fashion. This effect can
of course be treated in a similar way. When, in general, several independent processes
are to be included, we can simply extend Eq. (29) as
P.A.-- B
[ 1 2 N A] [1 '" A]exp -"2K + df ~ exp d L.:NJ; . (45)
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The synchrotron radiation diffusion process can be considered as one of these processes.
In the synchrotron radiation case, the 1 can be obtained from
(XJ cos(KU)!SR(U)du = ~ [(VI +K2 +K)5/3 _ (VI +K2 _ K)5/3] ,i o 2K I +K2
which is to be compared with Eq. (35).
The main difference from the elastic scattering case is that (u n ) 1 exists for any n 2: 0,
while it diverges in the latter case. The saddle point analysis shows that 'lj; is Gaussian
when N is large. This is another way of demonstrating the central limit theorem. Since N
is quite large in electron rings, we do not need this way of the treatment when discussing
the equilibrium state. On the other hand, in the elastic scattering case, 'lj; does not
approach a Gaussian distribution when N ~ 00. The second cumulant, (U 2)1' should
be finite in order that the central limit theorem may apply.
We have established a method to calculate the distribution function in an equilibrium
when the system is affected by incoherent stochastic processes. While we have treated
the elastic scattering with CO molecules only, the formalism is quite general and can be
extended in a straightforward way to other processes.
After the present work was completed, it came to the authors' notice that T.
Raubenheimer9 did calculations on the same problem.
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